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In 1985, after the second season of Dragon Ball was officially announced by Akira Toriyama, a plan
called Dragon Ball Z (, Doragon Bru Z) started to form. Like its counterpart, this would have the same

characters but it would feature a completely new story arc in which the Dragon Ball manga would
continue from where it left off. Z is a portmanteau of the words "Z" and "Hero". The idea to create a

new Dragon Ball series was based on the success of a previous manga series, Ganbare! Doragon
(FIGHT! Dragon) written and illustrated by Toriyama ; it was originally published in the manga

anthology Shōnen M-bon between 1983 and 1984 and used the same original story but developed a
completely new plot. [1] When he noticed that the popularity of the Dragon Ball character was

growing, he was no longer in a position to create a new story arc himself and so approached the
Seikigun (the creators of Dragon Ball) with the idea of a new arc. The series has a completely new
set of characters, and it is much darker and more serious than the Dragon Ball series, having much
darker themes and similar elements to Dr. Slump. It's akin to a "darker" version of Dragon Ball, and

it's as much a parody of the source material as it is a parody of the anime itself. [2] The major source
material for the anime is the series Dragon Ball created by Akira Toriyama, published by Shueisha

and typically referred to by the Japanese title. Two manga were written by Toriyama's son Akira. The
series has also inspired two live-action movies, numerous anime-original television series, several
video games, toys and trading cards, and numerous media such as music and cosplay. Since its
release, the series and its characters have become popular among both children and adults and

remain popular to this day, with Dragon Ball Super being the most watched television show for 2019.
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The first Dragon Ball episode originally aired on January 8, 1986, on Japanese television. It is the first
of four Dragon Ball animated series created by Toriyama and produced by Toei Animation. The
popular Japanese television program Super Robot Wars was inspired by Dragon Ball. In 2006, a

collectible card game based on the series was released by Toei. For two weeks after its conclusion,
the anime aired a series of episodic "Death Note" manga chapters. The last of these episodes was

used to advertise for the release of the Dragon Ball games on the Nintendo DS. During the promotion
period, Toei had named two of its current superheroes after the characters in the game, and it was
also announced that Toriyama would make appearances in the games. Dragon Ball Z became the

best-selling anime in Japan for the first time in 1999, and since has continued to be popular. In 2018,
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the anime franchise had sold over 100 million DVDs, increasing the revenue of Toei Animation.
FUNimation's DBGT release was a big success on DVD and later re-releases and downloads. With this
success of FUNimation and Dragon Ball''s popularity, FUNimation would later launch another English

dubbed anime series. Dragon Ball Z Kai -- a series of two feature films (with the first movie being
released on Blu-Ray), sequels to the original anime series, and video games. It later began airing its

own, newer episodes in Japan alongside TV Tokyo's Ani-comi programming block, and recently, a
new series of movies, Dragon Ball Super, began airing. As Dragon Ball began to rise in popularity,

rumors spread that Toriyama had lost control over the series. In addition, one such rumor claims that
Akira Toriyama had recently been hospitalized in the U.S. and had to hand the work off to his former
assistant, Masashi Kishimoto. However, both Toriyama and Kishimoto have publicly stated their love

for Dragon Ball Z and say that it is not a lie. Another rumor that is untrue is that Toriyama's
wife/partner, Shigeru Miyamoto, had a hand in designing the Super Saiyans. While Toriyama worked
with Miyamoto on Super Mario Bros. and The Legend of Zelda games, he is now (as of 2013) working
solo on Super Smash Bros. and Super Mario Maker. Moreover, the game is not a Super Saiyan game
and the character designs are only Toriyama's concepts (even though the artist's name is written on

the character in the game). Similarly, the speculation that the Super Saiyans were created by
Tsubasa Sakurada, who also created Toriyama's characters, was false. In an interview for the Akira
Toriyama/Shigeru Miyamoto collection book, Toriyama claims that it is true that Sakurada in part

inspired the creation of the Super Saiyans. However, Toriyama also claims that he wanted to make
the Super Saiyan character but lacked the knowledge of the actual process involved in creating the
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